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SUMMARY 
Growth stresses are a consequence of the growth process in 
trees; they arise from stresses which develop in each new peripheral 
sheath of wood cells. This situation is analysed using a linearly--
elastic, three-dimensional orthotropic model for wood. Expressions 
!or the stress and strain distributions in a tree are.derived. Some 
previous experimental work is reinterpreted by analysing the stress 
and strain redistributions that occur during various cutting 
processes._ It is shown that the discrepancy in the qualitative 
behaviour of the radial strain between previous theories and 
exper:i.mental measurements may be accounted for by the redistribution 
of stresses that occurs during the preparation of a cross-cut disc 
in the experiments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Earlier investigato-rs (JACOBS 1938, 1939, 1945 and BOYD 1950a) 
have shown the presence of large internal stresses in trees which 
can be as much as 107 N.m.- 2 (about 1500 p.s.i.) or more. It was 
established that these stresses were generated by the growth processes 
occurring in-a tree-- and they therefore became known. as "growth _ 
stresses". - Although these stresses can not normally- be observed _ 
directly in a standing tree they are manifested-by the warping 
that occurs when the stresses are released during _timber cutting.-~-
·This can le-ad: to pinchi:ng. of the saw and also to heart shakes in a 
freshly felled tree (BOYD 1950b). JACOBS (1965) presents some 
excellent photographs of the warping that o-ccurs when both gymno-
sperms (softwoods) and angiosperms (hardwoods or broad-leaved 
species) are sawn up. The phenomenon is particularly marked in 
hardwoods where it presents difficulties in the efficient utiliz-
ation of such common indigenous species in Australasia as the 
eucalypts. 
It is now generally agreed that the growth stresses arise from 
the development of a longitudinal tensile stress and a circumferential 
compressive stress in the peripheral layer of wood cells as they 
mature after being laid down from the cambium (Figure 1). These 
stresses which develop in each outer sheath of cells produce an 
accumulative strain effect on the existing tracheids composing the 
internal wood. The aim of this paper is to analyse this process 
and thereby derive the resultant stress and strain distributions 
expected in a growing tree. It will be shown that the. longitudinal 
and circumferential stresses at the periphery at each stage of 
growth produce a radial and tangential tension, together with a 
substantial longitudinal compression, towards the centre of a tree 
trunk. 
An experimental investigation of the growth stresses and strains 
involves measuring the strain released in variously-shaped specimens 
when they are removed from a freshly-felled log. Since this process 
will cause stress and strain redistributions within the specimen 
there is often some ambiguity concerning the strains which are being 
measured. To enable a comparison to be made between the theoretical 
results and the experimental data an analysis is therefore made of 
the ~utting processes used to produce scime of the data. It is shown 
that the preparation of a thin diametrical plank from a tree ~esults 
in a uniform extension within the plank of the in-tree longitudinal 
strain, the radial gradient of this strain remaining unchanged. In 
contrast, the preparation of a cross-cut disc has a significant effect 
on the form of the transverse stresses and strains. This effect may 
be used to resolve the previous conflict reported by several authors 
between the theoretical radial strain in a tree and the measured 
radial strain release in a wedge from a cross-cut disc. 
11 
KUBLEH (1959 a, b) was the first author to produce a comprehen~ 
sive theoretical analysis of the mechanics of growth stress develop-
ment. He compared his theoretical expressions for the in-tree 6t=esses 
and strains with some ~perimental data and found good agreement as 
far as broad qualitative features were concerned. However, the 
behaviour of the theoretical transverse strains, particularly the 
radial strain, did not closely match the observed strain-release 
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during the experiments. Since we are dealing with a biological 
phenomenon with all its inherent variability detailed agreement 
between theory and experiment can not be expected. Nevertheless, 
closer agreement between theory and experiment would be expected 
to lead to a better understanding of the growth stress phenomenon. 
fl -
--·· --- KUBLER investigated the longitudinal and transverse stress 
--developments seperately whereas there \V:Lll in reality be· some · 
interaction between the two because of Poisson ratio effects. 
GILLIS ( 1973) investigated a refined model which treated wood as 
a three-dimensional, isot.ropic a.nd homogeneous elastic continuum. 
GILLIS apprec-iatecd ·that-~to adequately ·compare 'theory and experiment 
a cutting analysis must be performed which models the actual 
cutting process used in the experiments. However, he found that 
the predicted radial strain-release during the preparation of a 
wedge from a cr-oss-cut disc was not in good agreement with the 
measured strain-releases. 
An attempt is made in this paper to produce a model for the 
development of growth stresses in hardwoods which gives better 
agreement between theory and experiment. In addition to allowing 
for the anisotropic character of wood the analysis presented 
here differs in certain other aspects from that presented by 
GILLIS. In particular, his assumption that a planec transverse 
cross-section remains plane during the addition of a new sheath 
of cells is a consequence of the full stress-equilibrium and 
strain-compatibility equations used here. Furthermore, the cutting 
analysis is carried out on a more formal basis • 
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3. 
ANISOTROPIC MODEL OY- GROWTH STRESS DEVELOPMENT 
The tree trunk is treated as a cylinder of uniform diameter 
growing outwards by the f6rmation of a sheath of new cells at the 
periphery at each stage of growth. Once the new cells have been 
laid down from the cambium and are attached to the existing wood 
cells at the periphery internal stresses develoIJ in the new cells. 
The problem-is to derive the stress and strain distribution which 
would develop in the tree under these conditions, treating wood 
as an elastically homogeneous and cylindrically orthotropic 
continuum .. 
Cylindrical coordinates are appropriate and. the subscripts 
1·,2,3 are used to denote the radial, axial and tangential directions 
respectively.. The following notation is used: 
r 
z 
g 
R 
ui 
~ 
l. -if . . 
~~ 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
radial coordinate 
axial coordinate 
tangential coordinate 
radius of the tree trunk at any given stage of growth 
displacement componen~ 
normal strain component 
normal stress component 
shear atrain component (i~j) 
shear stress component (iftj) 
At each stage of growth the stresses must satisfy the equilibrium 
conditions for each of the three orthogonal directions. The form 
of these equations in cylindrical coordinates is given by LEKHNITSKII 
(1963, equations (1.6)) as: 
~ o-, - crJ. o-r:I. 
----C,'(" + '('° t ~z. 
~0-;_ o'L1;z lo . ...L "°O'"t':z3 = 
-o-:z. + d\"" + -'-;:- + r e:,e 0 
(1) 
.J-~O'i_ + 0~11 -t 2 '\'.',~ + ~ 'l:'J 2 0 
Y' e --s ...- \'" 'i. -:z. -
The effects of gravity have been ignored here. It can be shown 
that even for very tall trees the stresses and strains arising 
from the weight of the tree are no more than a few per cent of 
those arising from the growth phenomenon.· 
Since we will only consider a portion of the tree trunk remote 
from the ends and since the loading at the periphery is assumed to 
be uniform in both the axial and circumferential directions, the 
stresses and strains are functions of r ·and R only. Furthermore, 
the symmetry of the problem implies that the shear stresses'<:". 
and "'t: 2~ are ererywhere zero. The stress equilibrium equatioJ~ 
therefore reduce to: 
O'"l - 0'3 = 0 
( y- --c,~) = 0 
(2) 
C5) 
An additional stress condition must be imposed because the 
stresses ore self-generated and this is that there must be no net 
force on any transverse cross-section of the tree trunk 1 that is 1 
Sr-. 0'1. y- J." = o ( l+) 
0 
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4. 
where O" . is measured relative to atmospher}c pressure and the top 
end of tte tree trunk is exposed to this pressure. 
Compatibility conditions ~hich are discussed below must be 
imposed on the strains. The stresses are therefore expressed in 
terms of the strains through.Hooke's law_foran.orthotropic elastic 
.material: 
CS· - C ~' €\ + Ct.,_ 'S:..:z. """° C.·1. ~ ~3 
. ' 
'"t:, 1 = Cu..4-25, ~ > "'t',3= Cs 5 "bn J ""'t':n::. Ci;.b.'($23 
(5) .. 
where c .. = c.. • This form· of Hooke's law for the elastic 
behaviottil of ~aod is discussed.by-LEKHNITSKII (1963). 
Since the growth strain distribution is generated by an 
internal mechanism, care must be taken in determining the strain 
compatibility conditions. At each point within the tree there 
are two contributions to each component a. of the strain. One 
contribution, denoted by s. 1 • . , is due to ifiternal cell changes 
which occurred when the celis at the point in question were at 
the periphery of the tr~e. This contribution is the source of 
the §rowth stress phenomenon •. The other contribution, denoted 
by E., is the strain due to the elastic interaction between the 
succ~ssive sheaths of cells. The latter is a function of both 
r and R whereas a~ is independent of R. Only a~ is derivable 
from a continuous1 dispiacement function so that the total strain 
in any direction is not derivable in this way. A similar problem 
occur~ in the investigation of thermal stresses where E~ is due 
to a temperature distribution throu~hout the elastic material. 
I 
Since s. is independent of R, one can conclude that the 
change in sti-ain within the tree resul.ting from the addition of 
a new sheath of cells at the periphery may be derived from the 
change in displacement which occurs. This .is equivalent to the 
statement that each D~. may be derived from the Dui, where D 
denotes the operator ~k, in the same way as the strains are 
derived from the displacements in problems where the stresses 
and strains arise from the elastic response to external forces 
only. The strain-compatibility equations for cylindrical co-
ordinates in this latter case may be found in LEKHNITSKII(1963 1 
equations (1.10)). 
For the present problem these equations must be written in 
the form: 
0 c: - '"() \") I.A\ <:;;.,- ~'< (6) 
There are two additional equations for D ~ 1 and D ~? but these 
have been omitted since by symmetry all the3 quantiti~~ involved are 
zero • 
To complete the model the remaining problem is to determine 
the boundary conditions which are appropriate at each stage of 
growth. JACOBS (1945) found no systematic variation with tree 
diameter of the peripheral lonGituclinal strain in thin diametrical 
planks. He therefore reached the conclusion that each new sheath 
of cells develops the same longitudinal tension throughout the 
life of the tree. A similar conclusion regarding the peripheral 
circumferential comrJression is com pa ti ble with the more limited 
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evidence available on the transverse stresses. It is therefore 
assumed that the peripheral longitudinal stress CT 0 and the 
peripheral circumferential stress O~O are constan€ at each stage 
of growth. It will be shown that tfiis hypothesis is supported 
by the good agreement between theory and experiment • 
Several authors including BOYD (1950c, 1972), have suggested 
that the source -0f the peripheral stresses may be strains which 
arise from changes in cell size that occur as the cell-s mature; 
resulting in a c.ontraction in the length of the.cells and an 
expansion in the±~ transverse directions; in particular, BOYD 
(1972) suggested that these changes are associated with the lignification 
of the cell walls as they m~ture. If thi~ were the case one might 
expect the strain contributions -c.1. discussed earlier to be constant 
at each stage of growth, since it ts reasonable to expect each new 
sheath of cells to behave in the same way~ This author has carried 
out a growth stress analysis using a model based on the latter 
hypothe-sis. However, although the transverse stresses and strains 
showed the correct qualitative behaviour, the longitudinal strain 
was constant throughout the tree and was independent of the diameter 
of the tree. Such behaviour conflicts with available experimental 
evidence. The experimental support for the hypothesis of constant 
stresses, and hence constant total strainst at the periphery suggests 
that the process giving rise to the peripheral stresses is a stress-
limi ted one, at least as far as the longitudinal direction is concerned • 
It is perhaps of interest to point out that the assumption that 
o 2 o and CJ 3 ° are cone-tant, together with the assumption that the 
celis ~ehave elastically while they are maturing, implies thatE; 
and ~ 3 are constant~ but ;hat E ~ is a function of radial position. 
With cr-. = cr. (r,R) and '"t'12 = "'\: 12 (r, R), the boundary 
conditions far th~ model may be summarised as follows: 
All the normal stresses are taken relative to atmospheric pressure 
so tha~ cr 1° is due solely to resistance by the bark to radial 
expansion • 
Solution of the Growth ~duations: 
_ Firstly, from equation (3) and the boundary condition on 
'1:'12 it can be. dedt;ced. that this shear stress is zero. Thus, 
thS shear stra~h ~ 12 is also zero and from equations (6), 
a0u 2 = O 
~ .. ( 8) 
It remains to solve equations (2), (4), (5), (6) and (8), with 
boundary conditions (7), for the normal stresses and strains. 
The method of solution is to first solve for D £.. and Der. , 
integrate these expressions and use equations (2}, (4) an~ (7) 
to evaluate the arbitrary functions involved. 
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Note that equations (7) and (8) imply that ~~;:z.= O, that is, 
De. 2 is a function of R only. It therefore may be expressed in 
the form: 
( 9) 
where B is somefunction of R pnJ.y. If equations (5) are substituted 
in equation (2) and the latter is then di.ilerenti..a.ted with respect to 
R, an equation containing the D £ . is obtained~· · This may then be 
used to give the following equati~n for Du1 , by using &quations (6) 
and ( 9) t 
d;Z \)1.-\.l -oO .... , - :2. Ou.1 - C-;i.'?, - c i'.Z \) \3 
'\ ~ '< r + ~ ~ f' '(" - c.i" ( 10) 
\~here p:2 :: c /c:11 ~ Equation (10) may be integrated under the 
restriction ~~at the change in displacement at the axis of the 
tree trunk as a new layer of cells is added is finite. This gives: 
Du.\ Cr, R) = o A."? --r j3 ...- t) B 
1'/here A is some function of R and /3 is defined by: 
/2. = C.,_3- C1:::t (11) 
1-.j c /( ( \ - p:z) 
The case p ~ 1 is assumed here • 
Equations (6) and (9) now lead to: 
\) '£. l = f D 1\ ~ ~-I -r ft 0 6 
o~ ( 12) 
which in 
o~2..= 
\) ~3= 
turn give: 
OA."'"p-i +j306 
DO"j ==- (c 11 p+c1-;)Dl\y-~-I -r ~ D\3 
D <12 = ( c,:i. f --r C'.1.3) Df\ r- ?-I + o OB 
( ' ~-( 
( 13) 
where 
0 0'3 ::::. p C H p -t- C r3 I D t\ Y" + S, DB 
the 
and 
the 
the 
2( = foc.,:z -f- @c23 + C.i;z. 
~ = ;3 c..11 + (} c.,3 +- c:,~ 
(14) 
(15) 
= P-> c,3 + /3 ~ + C:.;i'3. 
equality of the last two expressions following f~om equation (11) 
the definition of P• 
By integrating equations (13) with respect to R and noting that 
a. are independent of z, explicit expressions may be found for 
). 
$tresses: 
0-1 - (cnp+ C17)A(R}<~-I~ ~B(R) "'"~1C .. ) 
o-:i (c,1r-rc')."3)ACR)'"~--i+~\3CR) +-~1Cr) C16 > 
0-3 p( C.11 'P +Ci:,) f\(R.) r y-I + ~ \3(p_) +-~~\Cr) 
'1 
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where the f. are functions yet to be determined. They ~an be 
evaluated b~ utilising equations (7) which ~ive: 
0'\0 = (ell\> +c,3) ~(R.) R~-~ ~ 6({~.) + ~\·CR.) 
er: = . (c,::L?+c-:i.;>/\(R)R"-\ t$\3(R)-~y~(R') ·. 
o--~=--nCc ~~~~< ~(R)R~-1 + ~SlR\ +~3(R) 
3 - r " \ t?J . · 
· Use D· to operate- on eq.uation ( 4) ,_ then: 
(1, - . . . 0 
S Ocrl.." J..,- = - R 0 4 
0 
This gives: 
( 17) 
( 1 8) 
( 19) 
(20) 
(2i) 
Furthermore, if equations ( 16) are substitut<!id into equation (2), 
we find: 
( 22) 
Equations (17) f (18), (19), (21), and (22) allow us to determine 
the five unknown functions A, B, f 1 , f 2 and f 3 • 
By replacing R with r in equations (17) and (19), f 1 Cr) and 
f (r) may be determined in terms of A(r) and B(r). These 
e~pressions may then be substituted into equation (22). Transforming 
back to the independent variable R, we find that this leads to:. --
p-I O"'.o 0 
(c,l p +c\..,) fZ 0 f\ +- ~ \J\3 = 1 R: 03 c23) 
The integrated solution of equations (21) and (23) gives 
e,CR) = - E \n R + k\ (24) 
A. ( f(') = - ( \ + p) c o-... 0 - -k A .z_J R \ -? + k: % ( 2 5 ) 
. C\-r)(c1:1.p-'rc.123) 
where k 1 , k 2 are constants and: 
0 ( C) ") = =. o< O:z. - C"~ - C-, 
c;;.. J?z o<.iS - 'o (26) 
and o<. = (l.t-e) Cc11p +C13) (27) 
( CI~ p +- C. ~3 ) 
fi(R), and hence f.(r), may now be determined from one of equations 
( 1"7) - ( 19). Substitution of the f. (r) into equations ( 16) -then 
leads to the final expressions for the growth stresses: 
a\= 0-1° + "f=r (rs.;- ~:.~<r:)[(~y: I] +-~~\nf{ (28) 
0,, = cr,,0 T ~ ( cr.,0 - -ko<;;:: \ [ (fi.)l'-(-l] +Ls'£ In~ (29) ... .... r-1 .... ; 
_£._ ( c o \ [ ( "'", r-1 _, <"" l .r::.- (30) 
cr3 = 03 + p-i O"-:;·-u1·-~~J ... RJ -\j -\-.bz t'\ R-. 
-... 
I 
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. . (\*e)(cr;-~'D~) cr:-c-0-~~ 8. 
Here the relationship ( c,:2p T c'.2:3 ) = . c.,\ p + c; 3 from 
equations (26) and (27) has been used to express the coefficient 
of [.(:\i)l>-t_ I] in cr 1 and cr3 in a more· appropriate form. 
'fhc corresponding strains may be most readily derived by 
integrating equations (12) and by using the peripheral strains 
E:, io = Si(R,R) to determine the arbitrary functions introduced 
by the integration in_much the same way as the f. were determined. 
The following expressions for the strairrs may th~n be deduced: · 
Since there are no shear stress and strains~ equations (28) -
(33) give a complete description of the stress conditions within 
the tree. 
COMP~RISON OF GRO'v'.'TH STRESS l-'.ODEI.S 
In this section the results of the anisotropic model are compared 
with those of two previously published models by KUBLER (1959 a,b) 
and GILLIS (1973)·of the development of growth stresses. For this 
purpose the parameters appearing in the models must be given relevant 
values, in particular, E 2° and ~~o. JACOBS (1945) reports a tensile 
strain of the order of 1 x 10-3 ifi the longitudinal direction at the 
periphery of specimens of Eucalyptus gigantea, while BOYD(1950 a) 
reports a peripheral compressive strain of the same order for the 
circ.umferentiaL direction in several species of Eucalyptus. For 
comparison purposes, it will be adequate to take E 2 o = - i::: 3 ° =t.0 • 
Furthermore, the relatively small resistance by the bark to radial 
expansion is neglected and consequently O' 1° = 0. 
There are six independent elastic constants for an orthotropic 
material as far as the normal stresses and strains are concerned • 
To enable a comparison to be made between the anisotropic model 
and the other two models the following set of values, based on 
some tabulated values for hardwoods, are taken for the elastic 
consta:i;its: 
') E 2 U\-\srec);\eJ 7 E3 =- 0, 5 E 1 
v~3 = 0. 5 r V, 3 :::: 0. 7 (34) 
Here v . . is a Poisson 1 s ratio, being the ratio of contraction in 
the J- tfiJ direction to extension in the i-th direction when a narrow 
cylinder of material with it:3 axis in the i--th direction is r;tretched 
in that direction. The stiffnesses c .. are therefore given by: 
lJ 
ell= o, 141 E:z. ) C:z:z := I. o~ i=.., ) C3., .=:: 0.070 r= 
- ~ 2 
(3,)) 
C.;:i ::.O.OC/6 E 2 > c,3 = 0.052 £'11C23 ==0,0b/ E.:i. 
while the elastic parameters appearing in the anisotropic analysis 
•• I 
"' • 3i -1 • .. 
• • • 
ii 
• 
reduce to· . 
?~0.703) o<_ 2-] /3= -0~5;1"6=- E2.. 
. [ 0 OJ/ ~ (36) ~-= o 7 ~ = .Zcr2 - o-3 E:i.. = 2 E:z.. 
The particularly simple form of <:><'. J /3 ~ '<:$, ~ and c is a consequence 
of the equality of 1..) ?'.1 and 1.J 23 • In fact it can be shown that 
if 1,..1 21 = v 23 =Vo then: 
~ ~ .~-;: .,··/?-:- ·~ uQ ~ '6 =. E2 .:> '~.:: o . ctnc:l · ·.,'e.·= .z Ca-;~u~(a-:-~")]/~;.·-.. 
The anisotropic growth strains given by equations (31) - (33), 
under the above assumptions concerning the values of the parameters 
appearing in the expressions, are plotted in a normalised form in 
Figure 2. The corresponding normalised stresses are shown in Figure 
.3. The stresses are normalized us£ng the peripheral strains rather 
than the peripheral stresses since it is the former which are directly 
amenable to experimental measurements. The theoretical stress · 
behaviour is in qualitative agreement with observations made on 
treest from which it is known that the longitudinal stress.changes 
from a tension near the periphery to a substantial compression near 
the centre of the tree trunk (E 2 -1010 N.m -2 and ~z..0-10-}) 1 while 
the radial and tangential ~tresses are more modest and develop into 
a tension near the centre. Note also that the similar behaviour of 
the solid curves of Figure 2 and 3 implies that the longitudinal 
stress is practically given by the longitudinal strain multiplied 
by the longitudinal Young's modulus. 
The results of.two other models analysini the development of 
growth stresses have also been plotted in Figures 2 and 3 under 
the above assumption concerning the peripheral strains. KUBLER 
(1959 a 1 b) treated the transverse and longitudinal problems 
separately thereby preventing interaction between them. His expressions 
for the growth stresses and strains are: 
r::. 0 \ ..!:-o-, = C:3 £3 \"'\. R.. 
er~= E.i. ~; ( \ + 2 \h.~) 
q-3 = E3 E:; ( \. + \k~) 
E 1 =- (E3 /c_)~; \n ~ 
€ 4 = 'E:: ( t + 1 \h. ~) 
€3 ·- 'E:; ( ~ + \v-..~) 
GILLIS (1973) used a three-dimensional model but for simplicity he 
assumed that wood was elastic~lly isotropic. His expressions for 
the growth stresses and strains may be derived from the anisotropic 
expressions by replacing the stiffnesses c .. with their isotropic 
values. The anisotropic expressions are in~~terminate when c~ 1 = 
c 3 , that is p = 1, so that the limit asp tends to 1 must be 1used. 
T~ plot the isotropic stress expressions some allowance for the 
anisot1·opic character of wood may be made by replacing the isotropic 
Yount;' s modulus £ by [!;-z in the exnre6sions for <Y , and CT' 7 and by 
E . th . f:; ~t- , h f t 1 :J , 2 in e expression or O" 2 • J. is t en ound hat the isotro:pic 
• • -~-
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stress distribution is a multiple (-~v" of the stress di_stribution 
of KUBLER, tJ being the isotropic Poisson'& ratio. Consequently, 
only the latter distribution has been plotted in Figure 3 . 
It is cle~r from Figure 2 that allowing the transverse strains 
to affect the longitudinal strain through Poisson ratio effects 
does not alter the longitudinal strain significantly since the latter 
has practically the same variation with r/R1n all three models~ 
This is what one might expect since· the Poisson ratios, V 12 and 1.J 2 , 
governing the Poisson effects in this case are small. For example~ 
with the values of the elastic constants given in equations (34): 
V,:i = V 41 s·,7E:~ -O~OS ~~32 V~3 E3/E4 .... Q, 025 
The relationship between the Poisson ratios which is used here may 
be found, for example, in LEKHNITSKII (1963). On the other hand it 
appears that the longitudinal strain has a significant effect on 
the transverse strains. Again this is what might be expected since 
the relevant Poisson ratios are now v 21 and u 23 and these are 
relatively large • 
Because of the excellent agreement between the longitudinal 
strains of all three models there is a corresponding agreement 
between the longitudinal streRses. This is illustrated in Figure· 3 
where the longitudinal stress of KUBLER (1959 b) and those of the 
anisotropic model are so close that the resolution of this figure is 
not sufficient to clearly distinguish them. This good agreement is a 
consequence of the. fact that the relatively large longitudinal Young's 
modulus results in the longitudinal strain being the dominant 
contribution to the longitudinal stress in a three-dimensional model. 
For other values of the elastic onstants for which -V 21 f. v 2-;s the 
agreement between the longitudinal components is still very go6d but 
not quite as striking as that shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
• t + • i' • ·-
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COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 
Several authors have published experimental work of a 
quantitative nature on longitudinal growth stresses and strains. 
These inc.lude JACOBS (1945), BOYD (1950 a),_.KUBLER (1959 b) and 
GIORDANO Bt al (1969). - Experimental data ;n the transverse 
growth stresses and strains is more sparse and most of the 
quantitative data available is due to BOYD (1950 a) and KUBLER 
(1959 a). Because of the "built-in" nature of the growth 
stresses and strains the experimental__ work does not involve 
direct measurements on a growing tree but rather it involves 
measuring the strains released as a log is cut up in various ways~ 
This often leads to some ambiguity of the meaning of the strains 
measured. For example, the experimental technique used to 
deduce the radial strain existing in a tree involves the initial 
preparation of a cross-cut disc. This process will affect the 
internal strain distribution through Poisson ratio effects because 
practically all of the longitudinal stress will be released in 
the disc. The subsequent radial strain-release which is measured 
in a wedge cut from the disc will therefore not correspond exactly 
to the in-tree radial strain. Thus one must proceed with caution 
when attempting to compare measured strain releases with the 
strains existing in a growing tree as predicted by theory • 
To make an unambiguous comparison between theory and 
experiment a theoretical cutting analysis simulating the actual 
experimental techniques could be made to deduce the strain-release 
predicted by the theoretical model. Alternatively, one could 
deduce the in-tree stresses and strains for- direct comparison with 
the theoretical distributions by working back from the experimental 
data available. However it would still be necessary to invoke some 
elastic model for wood for this so that the two approaches to 
comparing theory and experiment are essentially equivalent. The 
former approach will be used here. 
Experimental measurements of the growth strains are performed 
on freshly-felled logs~ The question therefore arises as to 
whether the stress release at the cut faces results in any significant 
change in the growth stresses and strains. The experimental work 
of BOYD (1950 a) shows that such changes are confined to the end 
regions of a log. For a two-feet diameter log of Eucalyptus regnans 
there is no significant strain-release at distances greater than 
three feet from each end. 
Transverse Strains 
Although previously published models have produced good 
agreement with the longitudinal strain observed during experiments, 
this has not been the case with transverse strains, particularly 
the radial strain. The experimental evidence of BOYD (1950 a) and 
KUBLER (1959 a) suggests that the radial strain released during 
preparation of a wedge from a cross-cut disc varies very little with 
respect to radial position towards the outer portion of the tree 
trunk. It is clear from Figure 2 th~t the theoretical behaviour 
of the radial strain in the tree does not display this feature. 
The question then remains whether the cutting process itself produces 
this behaviour of the radial strain • 
GILLIS (1973) analysed the cutting process using an isotropic 
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and strains during t~e preparation of a cross-cut disc. However, 
his predicted radial strain-release still does not agree well with 
.the experimental evidence available. GILLIS speculated that a full . 
anisotropic analysis might overcome this discrepancy between theory 
and expe~iment. As shown by Figure 2 this; has not been achieved 
by an alteration of the in-tree radial strain for this has an even 
steeper gradient as one moves in from the periphery than that of the 
previous models. An anisotropic cutting analysis will now be 
presented which shows that the preparation of a·cross-cut disc 
during the experiments leads to the observed behaviour of the radial 
strain •. , -
(i) Analysis of strain in a cross-cut disc 
·A cross-cut disc is _produced by cuts across two parallel 
planes no-rmal to the stem axis.- The theoretical stress and strain 
distributions are to first order independent of the actual 
cutting technique used to prepare the specimen because the governing 
equations are linear. In practice the existence of some irreversible 
phenomenon, such as the formation of splits. may lead to some 
dependence on the cutting process. In the experiments care is taken 
to reduce the extent of the heart shakes, or radial splits, which. 
often appear at a cross-cut face. BOYD (1950 a) describes the 
actual cutting process in detail. 
The preparation of a cross-cut disc from a log results in the 
longitudinal stress being released at eac~ face of the disc. This 
leads to a redistribution of the stresses and strains within the 
specimen. If the superscript t is now used to distinguish the 
in-tree stresses and stains (equations (28) - (30) and (31) - (33) )·, 
the stresses in the disc, denoted by the same symbols as used 
previously for within the tree, must satisfy the equilibrium conditions 
given in equations (1). As before these equations may be simplified 
because there is circular symmetry. Thus,"t:13 and L, 23 are 
everywhere zero and there is no dependence on 8. The disc 
stresses and strains must also satisfy Ho.oke 's law (equations (5))., 
For ieasons presented earlier it is the change in strains 
produced by the cross-cutting which must satisfy compatibility 
conditions. Let the opera tor 6. be defined by: 
( t) 
e. 
where e is some elastic quantity, then the compatibility conditions 
are: 
(37) 
.tl '6 12. + 
Note that these equations are analogous to equations (6) except for 
an additional term in the shear strain expression because now the 
strain may depend on z and hence we can no longer conclude that ~u 1 
must be independent of z • 
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Suppose that the disc is of thickness 2d and that the cross-
cut faces are at z = + d. The boundary conditions may then be 
expressed as: 
'l,,,. =- o 1 a-, - cr,c o:~ ir:- R ) - cl ~ :z. ~ J 
,,... 0 cr 0 A.. z=.~·cA, O -s r ~ R. . \,, 1:2. -= ) . .-i. -=-- ' 
To solve the equations under these boundary conditions one first 
sol.ves for the changes in the stresses and strains. By subtracting 
the appropriate equations it may be shown that these changes satisfy 
equations (37) t63ether with the following: ~-
. ~ bi.cr, .. ~- . ·- l . .. . "d b.."i', . .l. 0 
y- -cv- + ucr\ - 0' 3 ~ '<"' 0 -z. = (38) 
~ ~!~ --r ~ ( ~ -~ \:.,;:(.) = c··o~ C39 ) 
~CJ\ = c.,, f1~i + C12b.~:z. + C\-sh~3 > \=/J.2.13 (40) 
b.'"'t',::z. =- C1,..4.~°'<S,4 (411 
~ '"r. - 0 b. cr- =- 0 Q* \"'"= fZ ) - d. ~ z ~ J. ( 42) 
14 - ) I 't 
,.,_""' -0- ~-er =--c-(*-\%] ai-z=±'do-=lv-~R C43) 
u \ 1.2 - l :l. ~ n. ) ' 
In their full generality these equations are difficult to 
solve. Fortunately, a solution can readily be found for the 
limiting case of a thin disc~ which i~ appropriate to the situation 
being examined, that is, it is assumed that the parameter '>-.= .2R/;2J= 
(diameter of disc)/ (thickness of disc) is much greater than unity. 
Under this condition the absence of shear at each cross-cut face 
is assumed to prevail throughout the disc, that is, A'L.,~= O 
everywhere. Using equations (39) and ( 43) this then implies that 
f::::..cr~:::::. .- c;2(*:) (~) throughout the disc, so that: 
(44) 
where 
The solution of equation (45) has the following form: 
Ii. ,._ \ r: (.k)p-1 ( )~-I 
UL{,= l"'\r r-K + B"'"' +Ct" ~ +Or- :f.i: (46) 
The constants A, B and C may be evaluated directly from equation 
(45) by comparing like terms in ~and D may be evaluated by utilising 
the rern2,ining bcunda:;.y co~1ditton, b:.cs1 = 0 at r = R. It may 
be sho'l.'D that A, B, C and D are given by the following equations: 
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Once A, 
strains 
derived 
fl SJ- may be calculated from equation ( 44).. The change in stresses 
may then be evaluated by means of equations (40). 
The above solution for the change in strains and stresses 
satisfies all of the necessary equations except the shear strairi 
compatibility condition in equation (37). For b.t;.i. = 0 everyv'.here 
implies ~ '?5 12 must also. be zero everywhere, but ~ -z:s 12 = ~~z 
since b., u is independent of z. Furthermore, since ~-z 2 is a function 
of r so id ~ u 2 and hence 0.~~z is not identically zero. However~ if 
b,. u 1 and b. u 2 are replaced by their dimensionless forms hu~ = b.v..1/S:R. 
and 'D..u! = b.1.t;k;c\, and- r and z are scaled by 1/R and 1/ d respectively, 
·then it~can be deduced that: 
x (a term of order unity or less 
Thus, the shear strain compatibility condition is satisfied in the 
limit as ~ becomes very large. In particular the above solution 
is a good approximation to the exact solution in the case of a thin 
disc where A.'?--:> 1 • 
The constants A, B, C, D and q have been evaluated for the 
values of the elastic constants given in equations (34) and for 
er c 
I . - 0' 
= o= C-:'o .• o =- 2 - ~3 = E •. This gave: 
~ =- L 0 0 0 ~ 0 ) s = - 0, ~ 4. 3 E c, ) c = - 0. 56 4-~ 0 
D= l.322z:. 0 > cy=6.7o7 
( 49) 
The changes in stresses and strains were then evaluated and these 
vere used to calculate the actual stresses and strains in the disc. 
The results obtvined are plotted in Figures 4 and 5 • 
l"i;·Jre 2, 3·, 4 c:i.nd 5 1':hic!, o.rc d1'cJ.'lla to the s;:,.me scale show 
that the preparation of a cross-cut disc hns u dramatic effect on 
the iniernal tr~nsverse stresses and strains. Towards the ce~tre 
of the tree trunl-; the trur;;3verse strni.ns are 0is'ni.ficar:tly reduced 
whereas the transverse stresses are more than doubled. This 
contrary behaviour occurs because the reduction in the longitudinal 
strain practically nullifies its previous ro]e RS a subst~11tial 
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counteracting contribution to~the transverse stresses. Towards 
the outer portion of the tree the transverse stresses and strains 
have all increased in magnitude; the increases in the radial strain 
and tangential stress are particularly substantial. 
It shoQld be observed that although ~ significant alteration 
of the transverse stresses and strains takes 2lace during the 
preparation of a cross-cut disc, the peripheral circumferential 
strain is practically unaltered. BOYD (1950 a) did in fact observe 
this behaviour during his experiments when he found no significant 
change in the diameter of a log as a disc was cut from it. ~tnce 
-e... is known to be of the order of 10-3 the theoretical chang~ 4 
in the circumferential a.train shown in Figure 4 is less than 10 • 
The auoted accuracy of the strain gauge used by BOYD implies that suc.h 
a st;ain change would not he~detec-ted. BOYD er-roneously concluded that 
this lack of detectable change in the circumferential strain implied 
that the transverse stresses were not altered substantially during 
the removal of a cross-cut disc from a log. 
It should also be observed that cross-cutting has caused the 
tangential tensile stress near the pith to more than double.. A 
similar behaviour would be expected at each face of a single cross-
cut through a log and this could be res;onsible for initiating the 
phenomenon of heart sha~es (BOYD, 1950 b) whereby radial splits 
propagate out from the pith during cross-cutting. Previous analyses 
of this phenomenon using simpler elastic models for wood, such as 
that presented by GILLIS and BURDEN (1972) have indicated that the 
increase in the tangential stress during cross-cutting would be 
somewhat smaller and therefore not sufficient to cause tangential 
tensile failure. 
This increa~e in the tangential tensile stress is a direct 
result of the rele&se of longitudinal stress at a cross-cut face~ 
There is a further contribution to the increase in the transverse 
stresses which arises in the single cross-cut situation but not in 
the double cross-cut, thin disc situ~tion. This is due to the 
variation of the longitudinal stress from zero.at the cross-cut 
face to the in-tree value of the stress well in from the face. 
This variotion t;enerates a shear stress '"'t. 1? (see equation (39) } which, 
near the cross-cut face, increases in magnitude away from the face. 
The shear stress in turn makes a contribution to the transverse 
stresses (see equation (38) ) in the direction of increasing the 
tangential tensile stress. This would make the heart shake 
phenomenon even more marked • 
A shear stress '"t'.1 2 is not present in the thi:n disc situation 
because the longitudinal stress is released throughout the disc • 
This ie also why the technique used by BOYD (1950 a) to produce a 
cross-cut disc by successive cuts which approach the desired specimen 
significantly reduces the extent of any heart shakes in the final 
disc. By the time the last cross-cuts are made, ·the longitudinal 
stress has again been released throughout the specimen • 
(ii) Analysis of strain in a wed5e cut from a cross-cut disc 
During experiments to determine the radial strain the strain 
release is measured along a radial line in a thin wedge cut from a 
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cross-cut disc. To analyse this process one need only observe that 
the appropriate radial stress-balance equation is the simplified 
form given in equation (2) where only the terms containing cr1 and cr3 
appear. Thus, if the wedge is sufficiently thin so that the stress 
condition 0: 7 == o prevailing at the fa.ces of the new cuts may be 
assumed to hrlld throughout the wedge, the stress-balance equation 
implies tha.t cr1 is also zero everywhere im the wedr;e. Thus all 
the stresses, and consequently all the strains, have been released. 
The measured strain-release between any two points in a radial 
line must therefore correspond directly to the radial strain 
existing in the cross-cut disc but of course it will be of opposite 
sign. BOYD (1950 a) confirmed experimentally that it is indeed t?e 
case that- all the radial strain is released when a we.dge j_s ~u.t. ·from 
a cross-cut· disc beca.1.ise 'when he further si.1bdivided· a \Vedge,. he. round 
no significant additional strain-release. 
We are now in a position to resolve the previous conflict 
bet~een theory and experiment with regard to the radial strain-
release. Figure 4 shows that the theoretical radial strain-release 
in a wedge h;;;s only a modest variation with radial po.si ti on tov1a.rds 
the outer portion of the tree trunk in agreement with the experimental 
evidence. For comparison purposes the measurements of KUBLER (1959 a) 
for a cross-cut disc.taken from a particular species of northern 
beech are also plotted in Figure 4. Fortunately KUBLER also gives 
the circumferential strain near the periphery for the specimen he 
used so the>t the actual strain•rclease values, "iNi th a change in sign, 
may be plotted in their normalised form. These experimental points 
show remarkable agreement with the theory when one considers that 
the elastic parameters used in the theoretical curve are merely 
typical values and they are almost certain to differ significantly 
from the actual values appropriate to the experimental specimen. 
However, this is in accordance with the observation that the 
theoretical normalised curves for a cross-cut disc are found to 
be somewhat insensitive to changes in the values of the parameters. 
The only significant disagreement between the measurements of KUBLER 
and the theoretical curve is where the experimental VQlues fall off 
before. increasing again near the centre. This anomalous behaviour 
is presumably due to some peculiarity during the history of the 
specimen. The results of BOYD (1950 a) for a Eucalyptus rep,nans 
tree are also .shown in Figure 4. BOYD does not present the peripheral 
circumferential strain for his specimen and this is required to 
normalise the strains correctly. The values have therefore been 
scaled by a somewhat arbitrary factor. These results also show 
good agreement with the theory except for a reduction in the radial 
strain near the pith. The similariltj between this anomalous 
behaviour in the results of BOYD and of KUBLER may be coincidental 
or it may be due to the minor heart shakes which are associated with 
the experimental technique used to prepare the cross-cut discs. 
KUBLER (1959 a) also presents some data on the radial variation 
of the tangential strain-release. Unfortunately he does not explain 
the cutting technique used to release the tangential strain. 
Ho~ever, as~uming that his technique does indeed measure all of the 
tanGential strain present in a cross-cut disc and only this strain 
his results can be compared directly with the normalized curve in 
Figure 4. There is good agrer~ment bet;;cen his resc<lts and tL2 theory 
in the outer portion of the tree but his measurements indicate that 
the tan~ential strain changes from a contraction to an extension 
further out from the centre thon that which occurs in the theory. 
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The tangentiaL ana raaiai s~rain-reieaGe mea6uremen~~ maue oy 
KUBLER and plotted in Figure 4 were both made on the same log 
specimen of a northern beech. 
Longitudinal Strains 
Almost all the experimental work (JACOBS, 1945; KUBLER, 1959 b; 
GIORDANO 1969) on longitudinal gro~th strains h~s been carried o~t 
on diametrical planks~ that is planks parallel to the axis of a 
tr~e trunk which have a width equal to the diameter of the trunk 
and which have the pith at their centre. The redistribution of 
stresses and strains during the preparation of such a plank from 
a log will be investigated in this section. It will be shown that 
the preparation of a diametrical plank results in a uniform change 
in the longitudinal strain and that the theoretical variation 
with tree radius of the peripheral longitudinal strain gradient in 
a diametrical plank fits the data of JACOBS (1945) very well. 
Furthermore, it will be shown that the theory predicts that the 
radius of curvature of a thin peripheral strip cut from a diametrical 
plank is proportional to the radius of the tree trunk, again 
giving agreement ~ith some results published by JACOBS. (1965). 
However the partial solution used in the cutting analysis is not 
capable of predictin~ the length change which will occur when a 
thin peripheral strip is removed from the plank • 
(i) Analysis of strain in a thin diametrical plank 
The stresses within a diametrical plank must satisfy the 
equilibrium conditions given in equations (1) together with the 
condition that there be no net force on any cross-section perpendicular 
to the axis of the plank. The stresses must also satisfy appropriate 
boundary conditions which express the fact that there is no shear 
stress along a bounding surface and that there is no stress 
normal to such a surface. 
The strains within the plank are related to the stress through 
Hooke's law (equation (5) ) and they must also satisfy compatibility 
conditions. As before it is the change in strains which are related 
to the change in displacements because of the presence of initidl 
strains which were generated in the tree by an internal mechanism 
and not be elastic interaction. Equp.tions ( 1.10) of LEKENI'l'SKII ( 1963) 
indicate that the strain compatibility conditions may be written as 
I\ -o t::.. \..<-1 I\ ~ _ a hu:a " b.u.1 _J_d~u~ 
~ £ \ -= <l " > u <:.. 2 - ";?; z > 0. 'C.3 =. r. + r -~ 6 
~ ......,,. .L 'd~u.J.. ~ ( ~u \. I\. 0 ohu.1 ~ h.u.::i 
t..::::. 0 13 = r · ~ e + Y-~ -7 J ~ u 11 = 'dz. + ~ '{" 
t... '-.....- ·- -1-~§;. ~~4, o. o ::t'?. - r - + ~ 7. 
(50) 
·This author has not been able tG obtain a plausible full 
solution to the system of e~uations described above for the stresses 
and strains within a diametrical plank. It may be shown that the 
simple uniaxial stress distribution where the only stress present 
is parallel to the axis of the plank i.s a solution of the equations 
of th~ problem ~ncier the. re~triction v 2 = v 23 but is n~~ ~ 
plausible solution. This is because under the above cona1t1ons 
the str2in compatibility equations ir;,ply that t.i1e to;;ger:ti.:il 
displacement within the plank has the form u~ = k G r~ where k 
is a non-zero constant which dGpends upon th~ peripheral 1;trains 
in the Erowing tree. The uniaxial stress solution therefore gives 
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rise to a multi-valued function of G for the tangential displacement, 
indic3ting that the solution is not a useful one. However it will 
be sho~n that the form of the longitudinal strain for the true 
solution of the diametrical plank problem may-be deduced and that 
this allows some comparison between theory and experiment. 
~ 
It is assumed that the plank ~s long and that the portion of 
the plank beinc examined is w~ll away from the ends. In this 
situation the stresses and strains will not de:pend on z. Let D = b.z::z.. 
where h, is an operator denoting the difference between the in-plank 
and in-tree values of a quantity._ Dis independent of z so that by 
integration of the second of equations (50) it follows that:-
(51) 
By symmetry '"t _ must be zero. - It then follO\'!S from the second 
of. equations t1) and the boundary condition "(12 = 0 on the curved 
sides of the plank that the shear stress 1:: 12 is also zero throughout. 
Thus, from Hooke ts law and the fact that there ia no shear strain 
in the tree, it follows that h.'6 12 = ~-¥ 2 = 0. The last two of 
equations (50) may therefore be integrate~ with respect to z to give~ 
....I- ~ \::'.) . ::z ~ 
.:2. ""'d'("" z. - d'f :z: + u 
Here the arbitrary functions U and V are functions of r and G. 
Equations (51) and (527 may now be used to solve for ~<e. 1 , bo'€. 
and h o.1'5 by ma.king the appropriate substitutions in equation~ 
(50). 'l'fius: 
" -'- a~a 2 'd-:i.w --o u 
u~, =- - 1 -ay-:i. "Z ·"dv~ z + ~
Equations (53) therefore imply that: 
- .. '' 
The general solution of these equations is: 
D (or) e) - y- ~ "E: ~ ... e + 'r B Ct>~ e .;- c 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
But from symmetry E must have the same value at conjuBate points 
~ith respect to the ~wo principal axes of any transverse cross-section 
of the plank, that is: 
£A. (v:,e) = 'E;Cv-,1 '1<-e) =- cz-1 ( v-/ ·li' +.e) =- -e.:i. ( r» -e) 
Since the in-trot· longitudJnal strfltn 'E? (-0 is independent of g 
it follov;s thD.t D =A E. 2 = ~ 2 - e 2 l ·0 also posse,:;ses t.il.e above symme tr:' 
properties. 'Ih9 cons tan ts A. anO. B in the expre;;;-:;ion for D must 
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, a const~nt, 
and the longitudinal strain within the plank is given by: 
. (55) 
Unfortunately to evaluate the constant C one mu~t use the 
solution for the transverse stresses and this author has not been 
able to obtain these. However since most of the experimental 
measurements _of JACOBS (1945) may be shown to- relate to the 
radial gradient of the longitudinal strain some comparison 
between theory and experiment may still be made. To achieve this 
the effect of removing a thin peripheral strip from each side of 
the plank must be analysed. · 
( .• 'i J...J.. I Analysis of strain in thin perip.heral strips cut from a 
diametrical plank. 
Suppose that the diametrical plank is of thickn~ss 2h and that· 
a peripheral strip of width 2t is removed fr-om each side of the 
plank. ·It is assumed that the peripheral strips are thin in both 
transverse directions so that *-:::.;::1 and ~<< T \7here R is 
the radius of the tree trunk, that is 2R is the width of the 
dia~etrical plank. 
The stresses and strains within a long strip must satisfy 
the surne equations and boundary conditions as those described 
earlier for the diametrical plank. In particular, equations 
(50) must be satisfied where b. now denotes the diffex;.ence 
between the strip and tree values of the quantitias. In addition 
to there being no net force on any transverse cross-section of 
a strip there must be no bending moment about two orthogonal 
axes of such a cross-section. Let the axis of the strip be at 
r = r , G = 0 when it was in the plank and let x = r cos g -~ , 
y = r 0 sin G then the above conditions may be expressed as: 0 
h st . sh s"l ~ a~c\.x J.." = D , · 0 1 xd. '!<. J'/ = 0 -h -t ... h. '*= -h ---t (56) s s o-~yhdy~O 
-h -~ 
It will now be shown that the trivial stress distribution 
of no stress throughout is a solution of the stress problem for 
a thin peripheral strip. Firstly it is clear that the stress 
equilibrium conditions (equations (1) and· equations (56))and the 
stress boundary conditions are satisfied if all the stresses are 
zero. Furthermore, Hooke's lal!f in its inverse form implies 
th~t there will be no strain in the strip and thus: 
t-. - ' (~) . f\ ·- - l-i::) /\ li) 
~~,- -'£1 J il'Z::l· ~4 _,.UE3= -€3 (57) 
) ~o -o ' /';}. - } 
Equations (50) may be integraLed by using the ScimC procedure as 
thct uLJed for a diametrical plank. This leads to a set of 
equ:J.tion.s identical to equations (53) fron: w}lich it may be 
deduced that: 
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""1Cv 1 e) :- v- .1\-:i. -s\~ e + \,.. S:.i. ccs e -\· C .z 
(58) 
t.~l = 
~<· --:,3 -
v1here U, V and V/ are related to. the chanGe in displa.cements ~ u 1 , . 
.h_ u 2 and ().. u3 by equ11tions (52) and equation (51) • 
Equations (59) may be integrated by \I.Sing equa. tions (57) 
and the expressions for <e. 1 ({) and Z:. ({.) (equations (31) and 
(33)). This leads to the following ~xpressions for U and V: 
u <-""; e \ = - v- l t~ + ~; ~\~·0-c;,: ) l(1>-Y-i_ r J 
V- c\, ~-r 13 
+ r~ L \~~- \ J l + ~3"S;"e-+ B~ Cc~e 
\} (v--) e ~ - \< e y- + ~3 CusEJ - D3 s:"'-e +- c_~ ~ 
where 
(59) 
(60) 
The constants A., B., C., (i = 2, 3) correspond to rigid displacement 
without deformaiion1 and1 they may be set equal to zero in the present 
problem • 
Equations (51), (52), (58) and (60) indico.te that the displace-
ments within a strip are sicgle-valued functions so that no trouble 
arises from multi-volucdness. The tangential diaplacement u 2 in 
the strip is a linear function of G but it remains sinBle-valtled 
because a thin peripherc:il strip VJill not contain the axis of 
cylindrical anisotropy; it is thetefore not possible to obtain 
~ closed curve within the strip which encloses thb axis. 
It remains to show that the two expressions for ~e2 given by 
equations (57) and (58) are compatible for a thin peripheral strip • 
Take ·an origin of coordinates at the axis of the strip with x- and 
y- axes as indicated by equations (56). The expression for 
s 2 ({), equation (32), may then be expanded in a Taylor series 
about this origin to ve: 
wLe.re terrnEo of order 
This will not 
a:::oun;erl. to be 
i .CJ t lJ G f 0 :rr;l : 
i11 trouuc c ,'3 eriour·i error b ec o.u:cc e the 
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The above analyGis has shown that the trivial stress and 
strain distribution is a valid solution for a thin peripheral 
strip cut from a di a.metrical plank. 11hile the strip is pa.rt. of 
the plank its longitudinal strain is Given by equation (55) and 
this strain must therefore be relieved upon cutting. The effects 
of this stra.in :relief in a strip may be examined by expanding the 
right-hand side of equ~tion (55) as in the derivation of equation 
(61). This gives: 
c-(f) ( X Y\ ( C + ~~ + 9. \ v-_ \'"cl.::::-·\ --\- ~o X c:..z > ) - ..... -<- ) ' (62) 
· Equation (62) implies that 
in-plank length 9. will contract 
the axis of a peripheral strip of 
upon removal from the plank 
by an amount: 
- i ( C + -z: + £ \n ~ J 
~x (C+£:-<E-~J 
since r = R-t. Furthermore, ~f the length of the inner (pith) 
.side of 0 a peripheral s~rip is J...i after removal and the length 
of the outer side is X..c , then from equation (62): 
( 63) 
x ~ ~ x -c \ £ ~) ( - *= ) 'I) J I 
~ ~ [ \ c - £ ;.- ~ \ h ~~ + ~b t J ~ ( 6 4) 
,R 0 = ~ [ ~ - CZ:..~~) ( -t. } y) J J .. and 
~[ \-C-~-~\n~-~t] 
. D 
The 
its 
strip will therefore bend and from geometrical 
radius of curvature will be given by: 
considerations 
/.l - ,R 0 +- ,9. ; J_. 
1 ·-··7:~- ~o \_ 
~~(\-~) 
( 65) 
We are no~ in a position to cowuare the theorv with experimental 
data·published by JACOBS (1945, 1965): The theoryvabove is 
applicable to the work of JACOBS since his ~election of plank 
tllickne":;s and strip width implies that ~ ::.: 12 and ~ = i 4 • 
Firstly, Ji1COB.S (1965) presents some data for Eucalyptus £2:e;_antea 
log.s which shows that the radius of curvature of a ti.1in peripheral 
strip ic almoGt exactly proportional to the radius of the log from 
which tLe diametrical plant wac:; cut. '.Chis agrees ,vi th eqteation (65). 
The ?onr~ tan·~. of p~:=P')~tionaJj_ t;/ is u':Jout~ 1+30 wt~c~' ":-ugges t;.:: t~1at 0 e in cqu<.;."C:Lon (o)) is almost e,iual to c. x 10·-.J. :.:ince E~;.12 '2..2 
( s e c , f or e x amp 1 e , e qua t i o 111:; ( 3 6 ) ) ~ i t f o l lows t L;, t the 
pG rip he rCJ.1 l.o nr~i t udi n,:il G trd ·.L 11 in a J_ u c· .--i} v n t~J.a _gi_t~1.._1_1 te o... tr c:. E' i,s 
. ·- ('\ ....... _, _ _.1, __ ....___ ----
given by tho e.:c;tir:.intr' ~-:i -~~ 1 x 10-_:;. 
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on the va.ri·1tion w:L·Uc log radius of l'ihat he calls tbe 11 unit contra,cticn" 
(u.c.) of peripheral strips from a diametrical plank. This quantity 
is defined in the notation uaed here by: 
u c - J,·\-Ro 
, , 2·*: 9': 
Using equations ( 64) thic.> can be expressed as:;; 
u.c. = 
s 
~ ( \. + ~) 
The unit contraction is in fact the radial gradient of the 
longitudinal strain at the periphery of a tree. By using the 
method of least squares JACOBS produced the following expression 
as a curve fitting his unit contraction data: 
U, c_, = 
where R is the log r~dius in inches • 
'in equation (66) is very close to that 
gives an equally good fit to the datab 
This leo.ds to the sarr.a estimate of ~2 
The theoretical curve given 
of equation (67), and it 
provided 't:..~ 2 x 10->. 
as befo.::-e. 
JACOBS (1945) al3o measured the change in length of peripheral 
strips when they were removed from a diametrical plank. He faun~ 
an average contraction corresponding to a strain of about 8 x 10-
in his experiments on Eucalyutus gie~antea. An examination of 
equation (63) sugGests that C was almost zero in these experiments, 
that is the longitudinal strain was practically unchanged during 
the preparation of the diametrical planks. It is of interest to 
attempt to produce such a value for C by an approx\~fte theo~etical 
approach. ;:;ince Figures 2 and 3 suggest th.3.t o-::z. :1::.. ~ E:i. -r:.'; one could 
assume that the transverse stresses in a diametrical plank also 
have an insignificant effect on the longitudinal strain and that 
a similar reh1tionship cr2 ('f')x E 1 -=;;.;:_') is valid for the plank. 
Under this assumption the constant C in equation (55) may be evaluated 
(66) 
(67) 
from the condition that there is no net force on a transverse cross-section 
of a plank. This leads to the following expression for c~ 
c__ 
\..:'.t 
neglecting terms of order ~ ~ or higher. Since -=. ~ :112~ this 
expres0ion. implies that C ~ '2: 1 ° which is not consistent with 
the experimental results. In fact, equation (63) shows that such 
a value for the constant C would give a fractional contraction of a 
peripheral strip of C...~/Q.~:::l~~c.~ .:::2-x lD~3 if the earlier estimates of 
E:i: are ust:d. rl'hi.s contracli5tion with experiment is presumably 
because the assu.mpti on c:r.:z Ct>)~ EE~ z.;r is not a valid one • 
The re:0: ul l:J prnncn 1: ed here for th.;: 1rrngi tu dine l .s traj_n are si m:i.Llr 
t f) t 'r' () r: e 0 f I~[ T l T .r~ ( 1 0 . 1 7> ) H {> u "'" "' " T' e l 'l ,, t·.; c •c ] 1 v ~ C' 0 +. ,, 0 V• i c ff 0 d n 1 1- u t ~ _._ - -· '-', .. ,_I, l...L..._,,, , I,.!/,,/ Cl ...., • .. ..... L;J l::l l -LC'-~ •..I.. c;.., -· J ..,LIJ V.4 J:!.J.,, Ui ._. U 
tLc in-tree 1onci tud.i.1~c.tl r. tri1in of his 1node1 :i.e 5.n good agreement with 
th;·t of tllc r;odel prec~Cr:ted i.n t!1i~" v·~:re:c, (.see for 3)'..<1.tnplci Figtcre 2). 
Furthermore: the cutt:Lr.,g dlj;;lyc;es .'-ire s:tmil.:,r i.L thot both im1:.ily tLat there 
lr? a uni.form chi..,ngc in tLc lonc;iLuclin2l t:d:rcJ.:i.n during tbc prc.i_.'o.rat:i.on 
of u dia.nict.ric~)l pla.n.1-\. frurn ;_:~log. 'l1t.c i.:.~ctropic rnodel used l'1y G:IIJLIS 
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I 
II 
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• 
leadG to a uniaxiaT str013.s ·ctistribu L.ior. in a diiimetric:.,l rlunk arni 
hence GILLIS w:w ,:;.blc to evaluo.te b..<€:;;i_ by U1e method used earliej_' to 
evalua.te C. He found tllo.t b...z..z=s::;': out he did not notice the 
contradiction betv1een his theory D.n3. experiment tha.t i::~ implied b:y 
this ~alue because of an error of a factor of 2 in his exp~ession for 
the curvature of strip8 removed from the plank. 
II 
A new model has been presented for the development of growth 
stresses and strains in trees. It takes into account the strong 
anisotropic character of wood. The redistri4ution of the in-tree 
stresses and strains during various cutting processes has also been 
invest ted. Thia allows a comparison to be made between the theory 
and experimental data and in this respect good qua~itative agreement 
has been achieved. 
The theoretic-al stresses and strains have a singularity at the 
axis of the tree. This is a consequence of allowing the longitudinal 
and· circumferential stresses to be generated in peripheral sheaths 
o~ cells even when the radius of the tree is extremely small. 
In hardwood trees it appears that the peripheral stresses begin to 
develop after the initial stage of axial growth is completed at a 
pa.rticular height and the tree trunk has begun to grow in diameter 
only. Furthermore in these early stages the ring structure of the 
stem does not exist. An initially-unstressed core region of r~dius 
r wLich is rectilinearly rather than cylindrically anisotropic may 
tfferefore be postulated in the model. An analysis similar to that 
_presented in this paper but applied to the two regions o~ ·- ~ Y-e. 
and re.-:. .,... ~ R v;ould then sho·17 that the growth stresses and 
strai::rn are indcpenden t of r within L:e co=-e region and have a 
maximum magnirtude which dependn on th8 radius r • 
0 
In softwood trees axial growth may continue to occur at a 
particular height for a much longer period th~n in hard~oods. 
JACOBS (1965) rer;orts that with Finus radiata a c;radual expansion 
in longitudinal length bet~een two points may continue for a period 
of three years, during which period the diameter may increase to 
three or more inches. This behaviour can produce a compression 
rather thn.n a. tenGion in the outer layers of a young softwood tree. 
The present theory is therefcre not strictly applicable to softwood 
trees although the older trees will have a growth stress pattern which 
is qualitatively similar to the theoretical stress pattern shown in 
Figure 3. 
Even if one takes into account the initially-unstressed core 
region, the theoretical stress distributions suggest that eventually 
the stresses near the centre of the tree trunk will become so 
large that inelastic behaviour of the wood will occur. The occurenc0 
of both significant creep and plgstic yielding is therefore to be 
expected in the central portions of the tree. Consequently the 
theory presented ~ere would be expected to give a good appr·oximation 
to the real situation in the outer portions of the tree trunk but not 
in some central portion. Inelasticity will also result in measured 
strain-releases during experiments which do not correspond to the 
full amount of strain present in a standing tree. 
Finally, it is of interest to ask whether tl1e growth stress 
phenomenon i[~ incidental or whether it J:i.:;::; evoJ.vcd as a 11c~Ce6~;ary 
componont of tLc lii'e support of u. trc:e. This autl:ior would sup_pcrt 
the vi v: of KUBL!:E ( 1959 u.) tl1i..ct the .sec d hyputhenis i.s 1:1cre like 
since U.c lonc;j.tur)i_:::;J tonc>iL1) .0-tJ·e.SEi c:.t. the v~riph:.~'2/ IJc'c:v:i.cJ.e,s tie 
tree trunk wit~ ~ddltional Gtrcncth to r8slet lctter~l ~in~ lauding. 
\-~: ood ha.s .~-:t much }1 ich c r tr:: t 1.t: :L .J.c s tre n z.~ !. i; tLr..tn cc i~·;1:,1· c.: ;_3 ni ve ;3 t :.-. c D:_': t. }1 
in the uxiJl directjo~. ConGo~uartly ~ith the outer rortlon of the 
tree trunk ~restrcsscd in tension, a tree is more capable of 
v:ith::;t::• ding witr•ou.t damc<';e tl-:e Lirr;e com1:•res;:;ive .str.:;i.n:~ ·,,:hich wiJ.J. 
ari:se on tt.~e lee\~:,:~x·c"t c3ide du.rJ.ns; sevc:re v;indG to 
II 
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Ill -------
Tl~-3 r .. > .. L.:-r::.t!~·."f:eren~.t·· ~· ·cr:.)r-;-:1~:-:~t:~;:.·7::er1 rl.t-. t1·1~ periphe:-(·y sc.;-.rves the 1t89fuJ.. 
purpo~e of i::hibitinG Ltc prop~~~tion of ony cracks produced at the 
pcx:ipher.r~ u-~ :::L:b:y rf::':i.L~vi!1~ th:; i:ii:jk of th0 tree drying out. 
Ho~·;c7Ar t ;_i.i...:. 1 .. r:::".Lpl1cr~-:.1 c ire u1r~_::· c :!."' t:.-: "!'·1 ti al !: t.~ ... ,:--!_~ c prodt1ce.s tr [:tnsve rG e 
te11nil0 ·s1.:!"s:;::=Pfi [2.t ti~::; centre:- of ;J i:r·C;e tr·~J_nJ.:. · l~:u.r~thermore i t}1e-
per:l.r;l!er:1l lontI) .. t11dir:.;~·:..l te~1GioJ1· ger.;.erc1.lcB lu~ce cc;rnpre5-siVe stresses 
at tbe centre. Eith0r of these effects may cuuse f&ilure 0£ the 
1'.0o<J. in the cr:'~ltrc;.J f'C'rt_:_on o;.· [j_ tree; trunl<.:. The tree therefore 
protects the 3<.!priood ;.;t tl1:; expe!1;c1e of the less important heartv1ood 
(KUBLER 1959 a) •. 
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FIGUF/E Cf\F·rrm;.s 
Figure 1 
Fir;ure 2 
Figure 3 
Figure l+ 
Ficure 5 
Highly- scl1ernatic diagram o;f a segrn2:c.t of a transver:::;e 
section of a tree trunk, showing the growth region. 
Comparison of the in-tree strain distributions 
of several different theoretical models. The 
values assumed for the elastic constants are 
those given in equations (34) and it is assum-e-d 
that: 
er o -
I - 0 
Comparison of the in-tree stress distributions 
of several different theoretical models under 
the same parameter values as in Figure 2. 
The theoretical strain distribution in a cross-cut 
-disc under the same parameter values as in 
Figure 2. Some experimental data from BOYD (1950 a) 
and KUBLER (1959 a) is also shown. 
The theoretical stresA distribution in a cross-cut 
disc under the s3-me parameter values as in Figure 2 • 
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